The qualitative assessment of animal behaviour summarizes the different aspects of an animal's dynamic style of interaction with the environment, using descriptors such as 'confident', 'nervous', 'calm' or 'excitable'. Scientists frequently use such terms in studies of animal personality and temperament, but, wary of anthropomorphism, are reluctant to do so in studies of animal welfare. We hypothesize that qualitative behaviour assessment, in describing behaviour as an expressive process, may have a stronger observational foundation than is currently recognized, and may be of use as an integrative welfare assessment tool. To test this hypothesis, we investigated the inter-and intraobserver reliability of spontanous qualitative assessments of pig, Sus scrofa, behaviour provided by nine naïve observers. We used an experimental methodology called 'free choice profiling' (FCP), which gives observers complete freedom to choose their own descriptive terms. Data were analysed with generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA), a multivariate statistical technique associated with FCP. Observers achieved significant agreement in their assessments of pig behavioural expression in four separate tests, and could accurately repeat attributing expressive scores to individual pigs across these tests. Thus the spontaneous qualitative assessment of pig behaviour showed strong internal validity under our controlled experimental conditions. In conclusion we suggest that qualitative behaviour assessment reflects a 'whole animal' level of organization, which may guide the intepretation of behavioural and physiological measurements in terms of an animal's overall welfare state.
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The qualitative assessment of behaviour is based upon the integration by the observer of many pieces of information that in conventional quantitative approaches are recorded separately, or are not recorded at all. This may include incidental behavioural events, subtle details of movement and posture, and aspects of the context in which behaviour occurs. In summarizing such details of behaviour, qualitative assessment specifies not so much what an animal does, but how it does it, that is, its dynamic style of interaction with the environment (Stevenson-Hinde et al. 1980; Stevenson-Hinde 1983; Feaver et al. 1986; Fagen et al. 1997; Wemelsfelder 1997a, b) . This form of assessment is widely used in the study of animal temperament and personality, and in this context tends to be retrospective. Observers recollect how individual animals have behaved over previous time periods, and sum up the behavioural style of these animals as, for example, 'bold/shy', or 'friendly/hostile'. Such qualifications designate 'traits' of one or more underlying dimensions of temperament or personality, which in turn are regarded as 'predispositions' for certain response styles. Thus 'boldness' and 'friendliness' are not primarily regarded as concrete behavioural phenomena immediately present for observation, but rather as abstract 'intervening variables' in causal mechanistic accounts of behaviour. In this view one does not see boldness, one infers it from behaviour (Plutchik 1980; Rutter 1987; Mendl & Harcourt 1988; Boissy 1995; Clarke & Boinski 1995; Gosling 2001) . We suggest however that qualitative assessments of behaviour may have a stronger observational (i.e. empirical) foundation than is currently recognized, and may have an important, but as yet unexplored, potential as an integrative welfare measurement tool. In summarizing aspects of an animal's behavioural style we describe behaviour as an expressive process, not only in retrospective abstraction, but also in direct observation of an animal at any given moment in time (Hebb 1946; Fagen et al. 1997; Wemelsfelder 1997b) . For example, a ewe
